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Abstract
Modern speech synthesis systems attempt to produce

speech utterances from an open domain of words. In some sit-
uations, the synthesiser will not have the appropriate units to
pronounce some words or phrases accurately but it still must at-
tempt to pronounce them. This paper presents a hybrid machine
translation and unit selection speech synthesis system. The ma-
chine translation system was trained with English as the source
and target language. Rather than the synthesiser only saying the
input text as would happen in conventional synthesis systems,
the synthesiser may say an alternative utterance with the same
meaning. This method allows the synthesiser to overcome the
problem of insufficient units in runtime.
Index Terms: speech synthesis, machine translation

1. Introduction
Speech synthesis is the term used to describe the creation of
speech from any source other than a human vocal tract. Modern
speech synthesis systems are typically software-based, where
data is input in some form to control the speech created by
a speech synthesiser. Text-to-speech (TTS) synthesisers are
speech synthesisers that contain some extra components in or-
der to be able to process text to create a speech representation
before the actual synthesis occurs. Examples of modern TTS
systems include [1, 2, 3].

Modern speech synthesis systems can be categorised into
two groups: concatenative synthesisers and parametric synthe-
sisers. Concatenative synthesisers create speech by using a
database of pre-recorded speech segments to create new words
and utterances. Parametric synthesisers train models from a
database of pre-recorded speech, at run time the speech is syn-
thesised from parameters without using a speech database. As
concatenative speech synthesisers depend on the pre-recorded
speech database for all speech sounds that they can create, syn-
thesis results can significantly deteriorate when appropriate seg-
ments are not in the speech database.

This paper is presents a technique which uses machine
translation methods to create multiple hypotheses of an input
text, so that the synthesiser can select the text that it can synthe-
sise best.

Bulyko and Ostendorf [4] introduced the concept of us-
ing weighted finite state transducers to create multiple input
sentences for a synthesiser. Pan and Weng [5] have a simi-
lar approach where they use realisation trees to create a form
of word lattice for the synthesiser. The architectures presented
in both [4] and [5] require that the synthesiser is modified so
that it can input a word lattice rather than simple text. This
approach results in the systems requirement for a specific syn-

thesiser and cannot be trivially used with any text-to-speech
synthesiser. Nakatsu and White [6] employ a more generic ap-
proach, where the language generation component is not tightly
coupled with the synthesiser so that any text-to-speech synthe-
siser may be used. The method presented by Nakatsu and White
involves generating alternative text sequences from disjunctive
logical forms by using the OpenCCG realiser [7]. The exper-
iment described in [6] uses a set of 104 sentences of a similar
structure. A language generation system that is trained from
104 sentences may be enough to improve synthesis performance
if the target application has a restricted domain. This paper is
concerned with improving the performance of general synthesis
quality, where the synthesiser is not limited to a specific domain.

Machine translation (MT) systems can translate text from
one language to another. Such systems are trained from suitable
bilingual corpora, where the system will automatically identify
the relevant patterns from text. Two modern machine trans-
lation technologies include example-based machine translation
(EBMT) and statistical machine translation (SMT). EBMT sys-
tems use bilingual corpora at runtime to translate by analogy.
SMT systems train statistical translation models from bilingual
corpora.

Rather than using finite state methodologies as a language
generation component, this paper introduces the use of an MT
system to generate the alternative sentences. Other methods
could also be used for this task, Bannard and Callison-Burch [8]
present a paraphrasing method using bilingual corpora where
the system uses the target language as a pivot language. Barzi-
lay and McKeown [9] present a method to automatically iden-
tify paraphrases in corpora which were created from multiple
translations of novels.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Sec-
tion 2 discusses the process of creating a corpus that is suitable
for same-language machine translation. Section 3 introduces
the machine translation system used in the experiment. Section
4 describes how the synthesiser processes the N -best list from
the MT component. Section 5 presents results from an experi-
ment on the synthesis system. Section 6 discusses the insights
gained from the experiment and Section 7 concludes.

2. Designing a Same-Language Machine
Translation Corpus

To train an English to English machine translation system, a par-
allel monolingual English text corpus is required. The parallel
text corpus contains one pair of sentences for each entry. Each
pair of sentences consists of a source and a target sentence, both
of which have the same meaning. As same-language machine
translation corpora for synthesis are not available, a small cor-
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pus suitable for a proof-of-concept experiment was developed
as part of the work presented in this paper.

The ARCTIC [10] corpus was used as a starting point for
the MT corpus. The ARCTIC corpus seemed appropriate for
this task for the following reasons: it is freely available, it
does not contain any non-permissive distribution terms, it is
commonly used in the speech synthesis domain and there are
currently 7 different free speech databases available that use
the ARCTIC corpus. The machine translation system that is
trained from the ARCTIC-based corpus is suitable for use with
the 7 ARCTIC synthesis voices. Other speech synthesis cor-
pora are often only used to record a single voice, and therefore
would need a different parallel text to be created for each one.
The training corpus contained 500 (i.e. 250 pairs of) sentences
which were created by a native English speaker. The corpus was
structured so that the ARCTIC sentences were always the target
element in each pair of sentences. The motivation for this struc-
ture was for the machine translation system to learn to translate
from general English to ARCTIC English. While both general
English to ARCTIC English are in fact English, this method will
encourage the machine translation system to translate general
English (i.e. user input) to the English phrases that occur in the
ARCTIC corpus, which are the phrases the synthesiser can say
best.

Table 1: Example translation in the corpus.

He moved away as quietly as he had come.
He left as quietly as he had arrived.

Table 1 illustrates an example of one of the translated sen-
tences. Not all sentences had a translation possible, This was
due to the fact that synthesis corpora (including the ARCTIC
corpus), are designed to provide an optimal selection of units
within a minimal amount of text. As a result, some of the en-
tries in the corpus were not well formed, and therefore it was
not possible to translate them. For example, the following text
is from the ARCTIC corpus: “New idea, he volunteered, brand
new idea.”, “Also a fellow Senator, Chauncey Depew, said.”,
“Eighteen, he added.”.

3. Using SMT to generate N-best List
The MATREX system [11] was used to process the parallel cor-
pus. Its modules may comprise of wrappers around pre-existing
software. Both source and target sides of the data set was chun-
ked by using a marker-based chunker [12]. These chunks were
then aligned using a dynamic programming, edit-distance-style
algorithm and combined with phrase-based SMT-style chunks
into a single translation model.

3.1. SMT: Model Training

Word alignment links between the parallel sentences were iden-
tified using GIZA++ [13]. A phrase table was then heuristi-
cally extracted using the alignment links. The language model
was trained with the SRILM [14] toolkit.

The same-language parallel corpus developed for this work
is relatively small in comparison with common bilingual cor-
pora. Given the current size of the corpus, the memory and
time requirements are minimal. The phrase length was limited
to 7 words and the language model was 5-gram. The size of the
SMT phrase table is approximately 53k entries.

3.2. EBMT: Marker-Based Chunking and Chunk Align-
ment

Besides the SMT phrase table, marker-based chunks were used
as the syntax-based phrases to enhance the accuracy of phrase
table. The chunking module is based on the Marker Hypothesis,
a psycholinguistic constraint which posits that all languages are
marked for surface syntax by a specific closed set of lexemes or
morphemes which signify context. Using a set of closed-class
(or “marker”) words for a particular language (such as deter-
miners, prepositions, conjunctions and pronouns) sentences are
segmented into chunks. A chunk is created at each new occur-
rence of a marker word with the restriction that each chunk must
contain at least one content (or non-marker) word.

In order to align the chunks obtained by the chunking proce-
dures, an edit-distance-style dynamic programming alignment
algorithm was used.

In the following, a denotes an alignment between a target
sequence e consisting of I chunks and a source sequence f con-
sisting of J chunks. Given these sequences of chunks, we are
looking for the most likely alignment â:

â = argmax
a

P(a|e, f) = argmax
a

P(a, e|f)

Alignments such as those obtained by an edit-distance al-
gorithm are considered first, i.e.

a = (t1, s1)(t2, s2) . . . (tn, sn),

with ∀k ∈ �1, n�, tk ∈ �0, I� and sk ∈ �0, J�, and ∀k < k′:

tk ≤ tk′ or tk′ = 0,

sk ≤ sk′ or sk′ = 0,

where tk = 0 (resp. sk = 0) denotes a non-aligned target (resp.
source) chunk.

The following model is assumed:

P(a, e|f) = ΠkP(tk, sk, e|f) = ΠkP(etk |fsk ),

where P(e0|fj) (resp. P(ei|f0)) denotes the probability of an
insertion (resp. deletion).

Assuming that the parameters P(etk |fsk ) are known, the
most likely alignment is computed by an edit-distance algorithm
in which distances are replaced by opposite-log-conditional
probabilities.

Phrases of at most 7 words were extracted on each side.
These phrases were then merged with the phrases extracted by
the SMT system adding word alignment information, and this
system was seeded with this additional information.

3.3. Parameters Estimation for SLMT

The MATREX system is based on a log-linear model which
includes translation model, language model, reordering model
and some penalty features. For the parameters’ estimation,
the minimum error rate algorithm is employed to optimise the
weights of each feature under the BLEU evaluation metric
scores [15]. Moses [16] was the MT decoder used in the work
presented in this paper.

The development set included 449 sentences where there
was only one reference per source sentence. The N -best list for
the parameters tuning process was 100-best.
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4. Incorporating the MT N -best into
Speech Synthesis

The concept presented in this paper is to use the N -best hy-
potheses from the machine translation system as input to the
synthesiser. From the set of N -best hypotheses, the synthesiser
itself can identify which one of the hypotheses it can say best
from looking at the content of each sentence and the units that
are available in its speech database.

Figure 1: Overview of synthesis from the same-language ma-
chine translation system.

Figure 1 illustrates an overview of the synthesis process.
The input text is passed to the same-language machine transla-
tion (SLMT) system. The output of the SLMT system is several
hypotheses, which are all passed to the speech synthesiser. The
speech synthesiser will then estimate how well it can synthesise
each of the SLMT hypotheses. The text which the synthesiser
estimates it can say best is the one that is chosen to be said in
the final synthesis result.

For the experiments presented in this paper, a unit selection
diphone synthesiser was used. As a concatenative synthesiser, a
unit selection synthesiser contains at least two metrics that can
be used as factors to estimate the quality of the utterance being
synthesised: the total number of joins required and the total path
cost.

4.1. Total Number of Joins Required

It is common for concatenative synthesisers to encourage con-
tinuous segments from their database, so that if the target se-
quence were to contain N units, the synthesiser will need to
concatenate fewer than N segments. It is reasonable to assume
that the fewer the segments that need to be joined, the better the
speech will be. For example, if the synthesiser can create the
target utterance by using just 1 segment, then the speech would
sound perfect as it would be a section of a spoken utterance.

When the synthesiser is presented with several texts it is
possible for it to count how many joins each utterance would
require. This can indicate which utterance will sound best.

4.2. Total Join Cost

The general unit selection algorithm as presented by Hunt and
Black [17] consists of searching for the best path of units
through a fully connected network of units. For each candi-
date unit in the target sequence, the candidate unit is measured
in terms of its similarity to a target unit, as well as how well it
could be concatenated to a previous unit. A search then occurs
through all possible units to see which sequence of units has the
best cost. The search is ideally done using a Viterbi search, al-
though some systems may perform the search using some form
of optimisation which is not guaranteed to identify the optimal
path but will still return a near-optimal path at a significantly
lower computational cost.

5. Results

A diphone unit selection speech synthesiser was trained on the
ARCTIC BDL speech data. The machine translation system
was trained on the corpus that was created as part of the work
presented in this paper. A test corpus was also created, which
intentionally contained phrases that do not occur in the synthe-
sisers speech data. Due to the fact that the machine translation
training corpus is relatively small when compared to typical ma-
chine translation corpora, the test set intentionally used some of
the vocabulary present in the machine translation corpus. The
test corpus contained 30 sentences. This approach seemed suf-
ficient for a proof-of-concept experiment.

Table 2 illustrates an example output of the SLMT system.
The input sentence was “You need to rest, said Tony.”. The
SLMT outputs maintained the sentence meaning.

Table 2: Example system output for the sentence “You need to
rest, said Tony.”.

Input: You need to rest, said Tony.
You must sleep, said Tony.

You must sleep, replied Tony.
You must rest, said Tony.

Figure 2 illustrates the results from the experiment. In the
majority of cases, the synthesiser produced better results when
using the set of sentences in the machine translation N -best out-
put. Figure 2 contains a box-plot of the total join costs when
the system used the MT component (With MT) and when it did
not use the MT component (No MT). In 2 of the 30 utterances,
the original utterance could be synthesised better than any of
the machine translation N -best output. In such cases, this oc-
curs due to the training data being relatively small, where the
N -best list may only contain a single entry. This justifies the
system architecture as illustrated in figure 1, where the original
text is also considered equally to the N -best candidates from
the machine translation.
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Figure 2: Total join cost for the original text compared to the
best SLMT text.
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6. Discussion
Although the experiment resulted in an improved performance,
a number of areas for further investigation were identified:

• While the total join cost and number of joins are suit-
able for predicting the final synthesis quality, they are not
necessarily optimal. Further investigation is required to
identify whether other parameters can improve the sys-
tem.

• It is necessary to verify that the entries in the N -best list
are well-formed and represent the same meaning as in
the input sentence. In some situations not all entries in
the N -best list are going to contain perfect alternatives.
Some N -best entries are likely to contain incorrect gram-
mar, syntax or words. In such cases it is optimal to only
use a subset of the possible entries. As the training data
for the machine translation system increases the N -best
list will contain better candidates.

• It is reasonable to assume that the larger the training cor-
pus is the better results will be. While the corpus of 500
sentences is significantly larger than previous work on
language generation for synthesis, it would be ideal for
the MT training corpus to encompass all of the ARCTIC
corpus.

• An experiment is warranted which compares the synthe-
sis performance when using the ARCTIC parallel corpus
and when using a different monolingual parallel corpus.

It seems reasonable that addressing these points will im-
prove performance significantly. It is also possible for the cor-
pus to be extended beyond the size of the ARCTIC corpus,
where there could be several source sentences for each ARC-
TIC target sentence. This would allow a much larger corpus to
be created while still taking advantage of the fact that the system
is targeted for ARCTIC speech databases.

7. Conclusions
This paper is concerned with creating alternative input text for
text-to-speech synthesisers. This approach is used to improve
the performance of speech synthesisers by enabling the synthe-
siser to choose one of several possible sentences.

The concept of using machine translation technology
rather than conventional language generation methodologies for
speech synthesis was presented, where a same-language ma-
chine translation corpus was created to train a SMT system.
Although the corpus was designed to translate to the same lan-
guage as its input, the target phrases in the corpus were inten-
tionally the same phrases that occur in the synthesisers speech
database (i.e. the ARCTIC corpus).

An experiment was presented which showed that the incor-
poration of the MT system improved the performance of the
synthesiser in terms of the range of the join cost scores as well
as the median join cost scores.

For future work, the authors plan to develop the MT corpus
further, so that it includes the entire ARCTIC corpus, as well as
to investigate alternative synthesis quality estimation methods.
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